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defining themselves in relation to the larger group. In this sense Ankori may be right in referring to Rabbanites as ‘orthodox’, and as the ‘Mother Synagogue’.  

We have noted that it is hard to disentangle orthodoxy from orthopropy: they are intertwined. Throughout the mutual polemic of the various groups, an argument may easily begin with criticism of practice and move on to general condemnation of a belief, or vice versa. Since Judaism, unlike Christianity, had no official creeds (and indeed at this time no unofficial ones either), rifts between different groups could not be defined in relation to a systematic body of beliefs; rather, issues of belief tended to be raised in an ad hoc fashion in relation to specific groups, as for instance the issue of the divine authority of the Oral Law in Rabbanite polemic against Karaites. Precisely because of the uncodified nature of Jewish belief, as against the highly codified nature of Jewish practice, it was more usual to focus on differences of practice. The brief comment of Benjamin about the Cypriots is a good example: in calling them Epicureans he is alluding to an issue of faith, but he passes over this quickly to locate the cause of the anathema in an issue of practice. 

In comparing Jewish with Christian pluralism we should always bear in mind that the status of a disadvantaged and often threatened minority imposes constraints on divisiveness. Rabbanites and Karaites at any rate reveal a consciousness of the need to present a common front, even if the façade occasionally crumbles sufficiently for either party to invoke the power of the state against the other.  

To return now to the modern model described at the beginning of this essay, it is clear that the case of Byzantium is different. The relative tolerance of pluralism within the Jewish community in no way mimics or reflects the patterns of Christian pluralism. There are various reasons for this. One was mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Another important reason lies in the legal and social status of the Jewish community, which is quite different from that prevailing today. Nor was there a power structure within the Jewish community that could impose an orthodoxy along Christian lines. But the heart of the matter may well be the very different role ascribed to creeds and systematic theology in general in the two religions.

---

23 E.g. Ankori, Karaites, 41, 293, 377, 399.
24 Ankori, Karaites, 37 and n. 29.
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The Apostolic Foundation Stone: the conception of Orthodoxy in the controversy between Photius of Constantinople and Isaac Surnamed Mút *

Igor Dorfmann-Lazarev

The Arab expansion into the Byzantine east, reaching its limits towards the end of the 660s, cut off from the empire not only the predominantly ‘monophysite’ regions, but also the intellectual centres which for four centuries had generated the reflection on the person of Christ, along with the Christological controversies. The sixth oecumenical Council of 680–81 – at which the ‘monophysite’ communities now subjugated to the Muslim rule were not even considered – was to put an end to the era of Christological debate in Byzantium. The doctrinal debates that took place in the geographically reduced empire of the following period were to change their pattern. Later Byzantine religious thought, while resting on the acquisitions of the first six councils, had as its point of departure either liturgical rites and objects, or church discipline, or else ascetical practices. Yet each time the empire sought contacts with the east, its attempts towards church reunion inevitably took the form of Christological debates, which may seem anachronistic in the new intellectual context of Byzantium.

Was there any difference in the shape of these later Christological debates from those of the fifth–sixth centuries? The epistolary exchange between Photius and Isaac Mút gives us a chance to examine how the Byzantine and Armenian churchmen approached each other more than two centuries after the Arab conquest. It also allows us to investigate how

* The author expresses his gratitude to Clive Sweeting for his valuable suggestions made during the editing of this article.
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the Byzantines articulated their doctrinal positions in the period following the Triumph of Orthodoxy (843), that is in the context of the search for a new theological synthesis. As for Christological language of Photius and Isaac Mfut specifically, its analysis will enable us to check the authenticity of the 'Letter to Catholicoz Zachary' ascribed to Photius.

Our scope is therefore to analyse the specificity of each one's conception of orthodoxy, to elucidate its origins and to show in what political circumstances the Armenians shaped their singular understanding of orthodoxy. We shall also inquire into the impact of this conception upon the later Armenian church history.

I. According to Vardan of Ganjak (c. 1200–71), who drew on the chronicle of Šapuh Bagratuni, a contemporary of the events he described, Isaac (Sahak) Mfut was a mid-ninth-century Armenian bishop of Asunik in southern Tayk', whence the persecutions against the monophysites caused him to take refuge further east. Isaac thus found a shelter in Sirak, where, by the beginning of the 860s, the Armenian Bagratid prince Ašōt the Great (8207–890) had restored an Armenian principality with Sirakawan as its capital.

For centuries Tayk' had constituted a frontier region between the lands inhabited by the Armenians and Georgians. Devastated during the eighth century by the Arab–Byzantine war, it was gradually resettled by the Georgian Bagratid princes from K'rardjeti, its northerly neighbour. Under the patronage of the eurpalatasi Ašōt I the Great (813–26) and his son Bagrat I (830–76), and, thanks notably to the activity of Gregory the abbot of XanACT (759–861), a monastic revival took place in these two regions. The settlements began in the north of Tayk', where the Georgian population was predominant, and thence proceeded towards the predominantly Armenian-populated south and south-west of the province. A number of monasteries that had been abandoned by Armenians during the previous century, were reconstructed under Georgian patronage; moreover, many new houses were founded. The new cenobia became centres of literary activity and also of anti-monophysite propaganda.

Gregory's Life was composed around 950–1 by George Merčula, a monk in the monastery of XanACT, who was acquainted with the disciples of its famous abbot. This text reveals the attitude adopted by the Georgian hierarchy towards the non-orthodox. According to the Life, Gregory urged the second baptism of all tainted with heresy; he excluded any social contact with them; he maintained that it was better to die unbaptized than to be baptized by heretics, and that such were unworthy of the name of Christians and were destined to eternal fire. The work of the Georgian bishop of T'beti, Stephen, dated c. 914–8, shows that 'heretics' (m'cuveleti) in the context of K'lardjeti and Tayk' meant precisely Armenian monophysites. Stephen's polemics against Armenians are even more virulent than those of George; for him, Armenians are more perfidious than Muslims.

In the light of these two Georgian sources, Vardan of Ganjak's notice on the persecution suffered by Isaac means that by the end of the 870s the Georgian Bagratids had already affirmed their control over the region of Asunik, and that the Georgian hierarchy had succeeded there in imposing Chalcedonian belief. Later Armenian historiography preserved the epithet attached to Isaac in his native country, but probably lost its pejorative meaning: Isaac had been surnamed Mrudi – 'pervert' or 'impious' in Georgian – because of his persistence in the Armenian heresy.

When Isaac approached Ašōt of Sirakawan, the latter drew him into the Byzantine–Armenian controversy that had been rekindled at the initiative of Patriarch Photius of Constantinople. Here we shall examine the two letters exchanged between Photius and Isaac. Besides Isaac's response to Photius, the authenticity of which will be shown below, two
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1 Vardan Vardapet, Haawak'um matmut'ean [Collection of Histories] (Venice, 1862), 85.
2 Near the confluence of the Asurean and the Kas rivers.
5 'Vie de saint Grigol', RBE 59 (2001), 84–85.
7 For the dating of Isaac's activity, see p. 188–9, below.
8 'Mfut' in the local dialect, which belongs to the Western group of Armenian, probably sounded like [Mfud], with its sonorous conclusive.
9 'Pat'k'en t'f'roy meci hayrapetien Konstandinupoli P'otay at Ašōt t'xanac' t'xan' [Duplicate of the Letter of the Great Patriarch of Constantinople Photius to Prince of Princes Ašōt], in Hanedès Anamastovaci 82 (1968), 439–50; 'Pat'xanac' t'f'roy garei Sahakay vardapet hrammanaw Asotay t'xanac' t'xan' hayoc' [Response to the Letter of Photius written by the Armenian Vardapet Sahak at the Order of Ašōt the Prince of Princes Ar'menian], in Hanedès, 451–72.
other documents may be ascribed to the bishop of Ašunk’. These three edited texts represent apologetic treatises in defence of the monophysite confession of faith. A fourth text attributed to Isaac, preserved in a manuscript of 1682 and yet unedited, represents a defence of the Armenian sacrificial rite, the matal.22

II. Photius had already commenced negotiations with the Armenians during his first patriarchate (858–67), when, in 862, he sent an emissary to the Armenian catholicoz Zachary of Zak' (855–76). The patriarch sought, in the context of his conflict with Rome, which had developed since 860, to defy Roman claims of universal jurisdiction by presenting himself as a promoter of Christian unity. The council convened by Zachary the same year in Sirakawan did not achieve the canonical union of the two churches, but it formulated an agreement that allowed for the peaceful coexistence of orthodox and non-Chalcedonians in the Byzantine–Armenian borderlands in Asia Minor. In this way, both the Armenian belief and the Byzantine mission to the Armenians were admitted. At the same time, the Orthodox church was secured against a possible influx of neophytes motivated by non-religious reasons. This settlement, achieved at the climax of the Byzantine general Petronas’s advance to the northern Ephrataes, was apparently meant to prevent the emigration of Armenians from the territories conquered by the Byzantines and to provide bases for Armeno–Byzantine military collaboration against the Paulician state.13

Soon after his return to the patriarchal see in 877, Photius renewed his attempts at gaining Armenians for imperial orthodoxy. Three documents exist that can be dated with certainty to this period: Photius’s letter to prince Ašot,14 Isaac’s response composed on Ašot’s instructions,15 and that of Nicetas the Philosopher composed, most probably on behalf of Photius, shortly after the reception of Isaac’s letter.16 Although none of these is preserved in both languages, the numerous exact quotations from Photius’s letter by Isaac and of Isaac’s letter by Nicetas certify the authenticity of the correspondence.

11 Buc'ayayut'um čimarič ułlag'č darawuš'čen Hayastanaš'egc [Demonstration of the True Orthodox Confession of [the Inhabitants] of Armenia] and a fragment of a lost work, in Sahak Mšt’rt, Buc'ayayut'um, N. Polorean, ed. (Jerusalem, 1994), 1–100–3.
12 Ms. 1875, in Grand Catalogue of St James’s Manuscripts 6 (Jerusalem, 1968), 278; N. Marr, Sočtenia Imperatorskago Pravoslavnago Palestinskago Obščestva 14/2 (1905), 12–13.

Photius’s and Isaac’s letters are to be found in several manuscripts of the Book of Letters, an Armenian collection of official ecclesiastical correspondence relating to doctrinal matters. The existence of this epistolary exchange between Photius and Isaac is certified also by Stephen of Tarón,17 who compiled his chronography at the very beginning of the eleventh century, by Kirakos of Ganjak18 (1200–71) and, indirectly, by Mxīt’ar of Ayrivank19 writing at the end of the thirteenth or beginning of the fourteenth century.

The internal evidence of these two letters enables us to date the beginning of the correspondence with a high degree of precision. It is the ‘Prince of princes Ašot’ to whom Photius’s letter is addressed, and on behalf of whom Isaac wrote. Nicetas’s letter is similarly addressed to Ašot as Prince. This means that the correspondence took place before the latter’s coronation in 884–85.20 Photius refers in his letter to his recent return from exile, as well as to his restoration to the patriarchal title and responsibilities. He presents himself as ‘Chief of the Bishops of New Rome and ecumenical Patriarch’, and Isaac addresses him as ‘High Priest […] and Patriarch, Bishop of the great imperial city of New Rome’. Photius speaks of Rome in a conciliatory tone and, furthermore, allots a special place to the Roman see amongst the other patriarchates, thus acknowledging a certain Roman primacy. He also affirms that Rome accepted the seventh council as ecumenical.21

All these details suggest that the letter was written shortly after the Roman council of 879 and the ‘Council of 393 bishops’, which took place in 879–80 at Constantinople. The former granted conditional recognition to Photius22 and the latter confirmed his canonical restoration. The Roman legates to the Constantinopolitan council for the first time explicitly recognised the ecumenical status of the Seventh Council, which had not hitherto been acknowledged by Rome.23 This internal evidence of the letter is confirmed by that of the colophon attached to it in the manuscript

17 Step’anos, History, 158.
19 Mxīt’ar Ayrivanc’eč, Patmut’um hayoc [Armenian History] (Moscow, 1860), 55.
21 Hanđes, 441–42, 445–46.
of 1298–9, 24 and which dates the reception of this letter to the twentieth year after the investiture of Ašot as Prince of princes, that is between November 881 and October 882. This new undertaking ought to be viewed against the background of the successful military campaigns led by the Byzantine army beyond the Euphrates after the destruction of the Paulician state in 878–9.

III. This epistolary exchange between Photius, now restored to his patriarchal prerogatives, and Isaac provides evidence for the resumption of controversy concerning the Definition of Chalcedon, which had been avoided by the council of Sirakawan. The attitude towards the Armenian confession of faith expressed in Photius’s letters however differs significantly from those of Gregory of Xancta and Stephen of T’beti. In his treatise ‘Against the Heresy of the Theopaschites’, addressed to Ašot around 862, 25 Photius draws a distinction between those whom he styles as ‘disobedient amongst the heretics’ (ἀπειθεῖσι τῶν αἱρετικῶν) and those ‘despised of’ (ἀπεγνωσμένου), on the one hand, and the Armenians on the other. 26 In the letter sent to Ašot about twenty years later, the patriarch declares that ‘Armenia is preserved in the sublime grace’, that the Armenians are the ‘people of Christ’, and that ‘they remain aloof from unworthy opinions’. According to Photius, the Armenian church is ‘in union with the holy Catholic church in every respect save one’, that is the rejection of Chalcedon, which hinders full communion between the two churches. Photius speaks of the Byzantines and Armenians as ‘fellow-disciples’ of Truth and fellows in preaching the Gospel and in accomplishing Christ’s will that his disciples should abide in unity. 27

In this appreciation of Armenian belief, Photius develops the position of John of Damascus (†749) who, in his systematic presentation of heresies, points to the rejection of the council of Chalcedon as the only ‘error’ of the ‘monophysites’, a group distinguished by him from the ‘Eutychians’. John also states precisely: ‘In all the rest they [i.e. the monophysites] are orthodox’. 28 Because of the dominant impact of John’s work of systematisation, his evaluation of ‘monophysitism’ had become normative in Byzantium. 29

Gregory of Xancta’s concern was to impose a clear confessional identity upon the regions inhabited by populations that had been both ethnically and linguistically mixed, 30 to distance his church from the Armenian hierarchy, which were still influential in the region, and to prevent the spreading of the Armenian ‘heresy’. By denouncing his neighbours in this way, Gregory meant to proclaim before the Byzantines – who had conferred the title curupalates upon the Georgian princes – the orthodoxy of the regions in which the Georgians had gained a foothold. Photius’s concern, on the contrary, was to bring the Armenians into the bosom of the imperial church; he was therefore inclined to minimize the divergences between Byzantines and Armenians. This is why he did not insist in his letter upon the recognition by the Armenians of the last three oecumenical councils. He must have judged that once the anti-Chalcedonian anathema was removed, the other councils would be accepted automatically.

IV. The terminology describing the union of the natures in the Incarnate Logos stood at the core of the debate between Byzantines and Armenians. Both Photius 31 and Nicetas 32 insist in their letters to the Armenians upon the formula ‘in two natures’ (ἐν δύο φύσεων/γι-γραμματίων). Isaac, on the other hand, affirms the union ‘from two natures’ (ἐν δύο φύσεων/γι-γραμματίων). 33 He follows the logic of the Formulary of Reunion of 433 in its Cyrillic interpretation, and by the ‘two natures’ he designates the two origins of Christ, without specifically identifying them with the divinity and humanity in which Christ subsists. 34

It can be noted in this respect, that within the linguistic economy of the Niceno–Constantinopolitan Creed, the designation of origin is sufficient to express consubstantiality. When the Creed speaks of Christ as ‘God from God’ and as ‘light from light’, and of the Holy Ghost as ‘proceeding from the Father’, it affirms the consubstantiality of the Son and the Holy Ghost with the Father. In the same way, when it speaks of Christ as incarnate ‘from the Holy Ghost’ and from the Virgin Mary’, it affirms his double consubstantiality. In the framework of the Creed’s language the origins, therefore, do not merely designate ‘points of departure’: the definition of the union ‘from two natures’, means that Christ cannot be

27 Handes, 443–46.
28 Johann. Damascus, De haeresibus (PG 94. 739, 741a).
32 Handes, 453–58.
33 The origin, expressed in Greek by the particle ek followed by the substantive in the genitive, is rendered in Armenian by the particle i/y followed by the ablative case of the substantive.
thought of in discontinuity from them. On the contrary, to qualify Christ’s divinity and humanity as ‘two natures’ and to speak of Him as subsisting or known ‘in two natures’ would mean, for Isaac, effacing their ontological difference and thus erasing reference to the Creed.

Isaac’s Christological language enables him to maintain that in all his human manifestations Christ remained One of the Trinity. For him, as for the Armenian divines of the previous century John of Òjun (†728) and Xosrovik Vardapet (c. †730), the term ‘nature’ is linked to the identity of subject: ‘Christ’s nature’ or ‘his own nature’ is divinity, because ‘Christ’ is the Only ‘begotten before all ages’. When Isaac speaks of Christ’s divinity and humanity as ‘natures’, in the plural, he necessarily specifies each: ‘Christ has manifested to the world his paternal nature united to his maternal nature’, that is the ‘nature’ whose subject is God the Father united to the ‘nature’ whose subject is the Theotokos. By differentiating their definitions of Christ’s bond to the Father and that to the mother, Isaac and other Armenian divines link their Christological language to the Theologia prima of Nicaea and Constantinople I, which first defines Christ as the One ‘begotten from the Father’ and only later speaks of him as ‘Incarnate from the Virgin’.

Unlike Photius’s and Nicetas’s letters, the ‘Letter to Zachary’, ascribed to Photius, on several occasions uses the language of the Formulary of Reunion of 433 while representing it as the Chalcedonian Definition. It is one more indication confirming the judgement of G. Garitte, B. Outtier, R. Thomson and N. Garoian, who reject the Photian authorship of this letter.

V. One of the constant features in Armenian Christological treatises from the Catechism of Saint Gregory (end of the fifth century) and other early texts was the definition of the union of natures in the Incarnation as ‘commingling’. The Armenian term xari-unm is the equivalent of numerous Greek terms used by Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory of Nyssa and Nemesis of Emesa. These terms derive from the root μίξις, ἐμίξις, and from the root κύρημα: κύρης, σύνκρητας, σύνκρητος. All these terms express the intimate and irreducible character of the union of natures, as well as their interaction in the Incarnate Logos. They are used by these authors side by side with the terms συνάφεια (junction), περιχώρεσις (circumincision), συμφωνία (mutual coalescence) and συμπλοκή (interweaving). Cyril of Alexandria, the chief authority in Christology for the Armenians, while choosing other technical terms for the definition of the incarnation, justifies the traditional patristic use of ‘commingling’ as an appropriate metaphor.

The specific sense the terms designating the commingling acquire in the patristic thought of the second half of the fourth and the first half of the fifth century is different from the κύρης and μίξις of the Aristotelian and Stoic traditions. Aristotle defines these two terms as that kind of union which is reversible and in which only the predominant amongst the initial characteristics of the ingredients are preserved. On the other hand, Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory of Nyssa explain that the commingling and mutual coalescence of natures do not cause the loss of the properties of either, and make possible the communicatio idiomatum of the two natures. According to the latter, the Logos ‘has commingled (ἀνακεράφενος) with our nature [and] he receives, by the means of all the properties of our nature, commingling (συμπλικάς) with us’.

That is, assuming human nature, God the Son makes his own all its properties; hence he shares human life in communion with other human beings.

Following this lead, Isaac, as well as his elder Syrian contemporary Nonnus of Nisibis (c. 790–865), who was also engaged in anti-Chalcedonian polemics in Syria and in Armenia, affirm that, because of the mutual coalescence of the natures, Scripture may name Christ by both divine and human names, as well as attributing to him human properties as to the true God and divine properties as to a true man. Isaac affirms that sometimes ‘Scripture designates [Christ’s] humanity while men-
tioning [his] divinity, and designates [his] divinity while mentioning [his] humanity.59 The result of the union of divinity and humanity is therefore their reciprocal 'transparency' allowing the beholder to observe one and perceive the other; to spell out one and imply the other.

The same terms also express the soteriological effect of the Incarnation: the entire humanity is 'commingled', that is intimately united with the divinity. Cyril follows Clement of Alexandria, Basil of Caesarea and Gregory of Nyssa when he considers the terms κράσις and ἀνάκρασις on using the analogy of the Eucharist: as the Word of God participates in our humanity through the Incarnation, so we participate in his divinity through eucharistic communion.60 In Armenian, the parallel between Incarnation and communion is strengthened because this language knows no distinction between 'body' and 'flesh'; the word designating Christ's incarnation (marrnac' unn) stems from the word (marrin), which also designates Christ's (eucharistic) Body.

In Armenian, the term 'commingling', xarfn-unn, is opposed to the terms designating 'confusion', xarfn-ak-unn and špo'j-unn, which correspond to the Greek σύγχυσις, ἀνάκρασις, ψυχομία and φύσις. This distinction between the legitimate terms designating 'commingling' and the illegitimate terms designating 'confusion' has also been upheld in the Syriac tradition. What makes the Armenian case particular, however, is the biblical background of the term 'commingling'. In Armenian, the term xarfnunn is used in the description of the assembling of the tabernacle of the sanctuary in Exod. 26:1–14.

In the Septuagint version of this passage, words of four different roots are used to describe the way the curtains of the tabernacle are to be coupled one to another, whereas in Armenian words of the same root xarfn-enn are found in every case – altogether six times – thus acquiring a distinctive tone. Here the Armenian text probably depends upon the Syriac version, which also uses words from the same root xarfnak, 'to attach, to join'. It is only to Armenian ears, however, that the terms describing the assemblage have direct Christological resonance. On the background of the Armenian discourse describing the commingling of natures can be found, therefore, the assembling of the tabernacle curtains, that is, a mechanical assembling of a unit whose constituent elements are integrally maintained.

Gregory of Nyssa61 and later Cyril of Alexandria62 saw in the tabernacle of Exodus the 'figure' (aurinaq < τύπος, παράδειγμα) of Christ. The latter interprets this specific passage of Exodus in the Christological sense: the Word of God is like the 'fine spun linen', of which the curtains of the tabernacle are made, in his union with the flesh. The blue linen expresses the heavenly character, the purple the royalty, the scarlet the sacrifice of the Word. Cyril sees a prefiguration of the Incarnation in the assembling of the two sets of curtains to form one tabernacle.63

The Chalcedonian Definition introduced antinomical language to protect, on the one hand, against 'confusion' and 'alteration' (seen as an excessive form of union) and, on the other, against 'division' and 'separation' of the two natures (seen as an insufficient form of union). As a result, the term 'commingling' became superfluous and even ambiguous: in the Chalcedonian perspective, this term seemed to orientate Christological discourse in one direction only, namely that of perfecting the union, without at the same time guarding against a blurred fusion of the natures. The acts of Chalcedon therefore assimilated the terms κράσις and σύγχυσις, rejecting both as implying a corruption of the natures that make up the union.64 After Chalcedon, the various terms stemming from the root κράσις were slowly ousted by Byzantine Christological discourse. John of Damascus forbade the term ἀνάκρασις, assimilating it with the terms describing confusion, thus confirming the Chalcedonian prohibition.65

In the Armenian context also, the use of the term 'commingling' often became a point of contrast between monophysites and dyophysites. The Georgian catholicos Kyrión (598–609), who had earlier adopted the Chalcedonian confession of faith, thus withdrawing his church from the Armenian sphere of influence, assimilated the Armenian term 'commingling' with the term 'confusion' in his controversy with the Armenian catholicos Abraham of Albal'ank (607–15).66 Photius follows John Damascene's lead when, in his 'Against the Heresy of the Theopaschites', he assimilates several times the term ἀνάκρασις with 'confusion'. In his later letter to Ašot, he also contests the term 'commingling' (xarfnunn).

In his Response to Photius, Isaac explains the term 'commingling' as 'unification without confusion'. He justly claims that the terms 'union' and 'commingling' were used by the Fathers as complementary terms:

60 Cyril. Alex., De adoratione et cultu in spiritu et veritate 9 (PG 68. 636).
61 Denzinger 8300 (Freiburg: Herder, 1991), 141.
63 Cf. the second 'Paschani i Kivroné ar téf Abraham' [Kyrion's Response to Abraham], in Gôk Yl'foc [Book of Letters] (Jerusalem, 1994), 353.
Why have the Holy fathers resorted to these two terms, sometimes speaking of “commingling” and sometimes of “unification”? asks Isaac. He then replies, “Because the commingling excludes division and the unification excludes destruction.” Similarly to the Chalcedonian Definition, in which two pairs of adverbs guarded against two opposite extremes, here, in Isaac’s mind, the two terms, ‘commingling’ and ‘unification’, mutually compensate each other, securing against ‘division’ on the one hand and ‘destruction’ on the other. The impression is given that Isaac was aware of Chalcedonian concern, and therefore adopted Chalcedonian logic in order to defend and justify the traditional vocabulary of his church.

Isaac proposes the ‘commingling’ of light with air, of fire with gold, and of soul with body as the images of the ‘commingling’ of the Logos with humanity. According to him, in each of these cases the ingredients remain ‘immutable’ and ‘inseparable’. These examples are opposed to the ‘confusion’ of water with wine, and to that of different metals, in which the ingredients are ‘dissolved’ or ‘corrupted’. In this exposition Isaac closely follows Nemesius of Emesa. The quotations of Isaac’s letter in Nicetas the Philosopher’s response to Asot offer us the chance to confirm that ninth century Byzantine theology did not distinguish between ‘commingling’ and ‘confusion’: the former is translated as μικρία, the latter as κράσι, and both are rejected. The term ‘commingling’ is also frequently used by Zachary of Jagki. The fact that the ‘Letter to Zachary’ admits the language of ‘commingling’ is another indication of its non-Photian authorship: most probably, it was composed by a Chalcedonian Armenion from Taron.

VI. To define ‘orthodoxy’, Photius and Isaac resort to the etymology of this word. For each it is the direct way of passing between two diverging extremes. This conception of orthodoxy, common to both the Chalcedonians and ‘monophysites’, explains also the genesis of Isaac’s pejorative sobriquet. The definition of the deviations to the right and to the left thus depends upon the doctrinal point upheld by the author. For

Isaac, the direct way of orthodoxy is that of the three oecumenical councils in rejecting three deviations, namely those of Arius, Macedonius and Nestorius. The number ‘three’ symbolises for Isaac the fullness of the dogmatic tradition of the Church, its sufficiency for the rejection of all heresies, past, present and future.

One of the criteria of orthodoxy to which Photius appeals is the unanimity of the patriarchal sees embodying the universality of orthodoxy. The patriarchal sees represent the ‘uttermost parts of the earth’ of Acts I.8, to which the Apostles witnessed their faith. According to Photius, the faith professed by the patriarchs is the ‘Rock’ on which Christ’s ‘Church is built’, and ‘against which the gates of Hades shall not prevail’ (Matth. 16.18). Photius was to confirm this understanding of orthodoxy a year later, in his letter to the Archbishop of Aquileia, dispatched c. 883–4: ‘the tradition and teaching of the great high-priestly thrones is valid everywhere’. This Photian conception of orthodoxy leans upon the conviction expressed by John of Damascus, a figure of immense authority in Byzantium after the Triumph of Orthodoxy. John states that the ‘Catholic Church cannot only be “apostolic”’. According to him, the ‘Church is “catholic” because the different races, divided and uncivilized, [coming] from all the [parts] of the world and speaking myriads of languages, abide there in one sole faith and [one sole] knowledge of God’. In the Church – claims John – all these races have ‘one sole manner of conceiving the most authentic faith’. Here universality and orthodoxy are intimately bound together: the universality of the teaching is seen as proof of its truth.

To this Photian conception, Isaac opposes his understanding of orthodoxy as faithfulness to the apostolic teaching of Gregory the ‘Illuminator’. We find the same understanding of orthodoxy also in the ‘Demonstration of the True Orthodox Confession of [the Inhabitants of] Armenia’, text of the end of the eighth or of the ninth century, probably also belonging to Isaac. The appeal to Gregory’s teaching ought to have been a powerful argument allowing to maintain, in dialogue with
Byzantines, the orthodoxy of the church he had established: the rediscovery of the relics of the Illuminator of Armenia in Constantinople several years before the correspondence between Photius and Isaac took place should therefore be interpreted in the sense of the recognition of the roots of the Armenian church.

The Armenian title *lusavorici* (Illuminator) is to be traced back to the Greek *φωτισμός*, which implies both Baptism as illumination (*φωτισμός*), and evangelization as — in Isaac’s words — Gregory’s ‘spreading of the light of the knowledge of God’ in Armenia. Isaac maintains that St Gregory literally ‘built’ his definition of faith ‘on the apostolic rock’ (ἐκκένων ἰερακρατεῖον ἱμών) This affirmation has a double reference: one is to the same verse in Matthew, and the other is to Ephes. 2:19-21: to Isaac’s mind, because of their steadfast attachment to Gregory’s teaching, the Armenians are rooted in Christ who is the ‘chief cornerstone’ of the Church. Therefore — Isaac states — ‘heresy could never and nowhere penetrate into this land of the Armenians’. Because of this attachment, says Isaac, ‘we have needed neither teachings [using] new words, nor the councils of all colours convoked here and there, whose innovations in the orders and definitions of the faith established by the power of the Holy Ghost are [well] known to us’.

St Gregory’s *Catechism* for Isaac therefore contains the fullness of truth; similarly for Samuel of Kamordajor (c. 940–1010) who, a century later (in 986, in his case) to Theodore, the Byzantine metropolitan of Melitene, written at the orders of Catholicos Xač’ik Arşaruni was to argue that Gregory’s *Catechism* is ‘equal to’ and ‘identical with’ the faith of three ecumenical councils. Gregory’s preaching at the beginning of the fourth century had thus contained all that the ecumenical councils were to define throughout the century or more that followed.’

Furthermore, according to Isaac, the deviation from truth that occurred at Chalcedon provoked a further series of erroneous ecclesial acts within the Empire. These acts were not empowered by the Holy Ghost, and hence distanced the imperial Church even further from orthodoxy. Isaac takes the prohibition of the council of Ephesus ‘to propose, to write down or to compose’ another definition of faith apart from the Symbol of Nicaea *sensu stricto*: in his view, the third council closed the corpus of dogmas.

Thus, on the one hand, Photius maintains a diachronic, collective and spatial understanding of orthodoxy: it is entrusted to the patriarchs whose sees are spread throughout Christendom. These patriarchs perpetuate the orthodox faith across the generations, developing it by means of ecumenical councils. On the other hand, Isaac affirms the primordial importance of the roots of the Armenian church founded on the ‘Apostolic foundation stone’. Both the vicissitudes of the Armenian church, which had had to transfer its patriarchal throne to a safer place on several occasions, and the destiny of Isaac himself, who had been forced to leave his diocese, did not allow him to conceive of orthodoxy in a spatial manner. Both obliged him to depend upon a principle other than that of the unanimity of bishops in different parts of the world, in order to defend the orthodoxy of his church.

Isaac’s elder contemporary, Catholicos Zachary, also vindicates the orthodoxy of his church as that of St Gregory’s disciples. It should be noticed that Zachary, like Isaac, conceives of St Gregory’s importance in an explicitly ‘geographical’, not an ‘ethnic’, sense: Gregory is the ‘Illuminator of all the Northern countries’. Hereby Zachary acknowledges the ancient ties uniting all the Caucasian churches. In this, both authors

---


78 Deninger § 265, 128.

79 This conception of orthodoxy is developed by Nicetas Stethatos in his Discourse Against Armenians written around 1114; in Monumenta græca ad Photium pertinentia, J.A.G. Hergenröther, ed. (Regensburg, 1869), 153.

80 Handès, 67–68; Zak’aria, Sermons, 286, 341.

81 I.e., those of Armenia, Albania, Siwnak and Iberia. This claim had been recognised by the Byzantines: in a letter sent by Nicholas Mystikos to Catholicos John of Drasnanakert (897–925/6) around 914, he declared that Armenians, Iberians and Albanians are a part of the spiritual flock of the Armenian catholicos; Yovhannes Drasnanakert`i, Patmut`iun, 266;
continue the tradition attested by Vrt'anêš the Schollar (locum tenens of the catholicosate, 604–7) who, in a letter to the clergy of Albania (Atiunik'), exhorted them to remain faithful to the common confession of faith and upholding the orthodoxy of his church whose 'foundation was laid by Gregory'.32 For the Armenian authors, the principles of apostolicity and catholicity thus converge in the figure of St Gregory.

Samuel of Kamardjor was to follow the same train of thought in his response to the metropolitan of Melitene. He defined the Catechism of St Gregory as the 'pillar and ground of truth' mentioned in 1 Tim. 3.15.33 Isaac and Samuel ought to have been familiar with Photius's interpretation of St Peter from his 'Against the Heresy of the Theopaschites' addressed to Ašot: 'Christ established the Church unshakably upon the rock of Peter's doctrines and especially of [his] piety' (επὶ τὴν πέτραν τῶν δουμάτων Πέτρου, μᾶλλον δὲ τῆς εὐσέβειας, ἀσάλευτον ἐστερέωσε [τὴν ἐκκλησίαν]).34 In this definition of Petrine authority, Photius followed Nicephorus of Constantinople (750–829),35 but in the context of Photius's controversy with Pope Nicholas I, the statement acquired a new urgency. This understanding of Peter was not accidental to Photius's thought; he reaffirms it in another letter: 'The Lord founded the Church on Peter's confession' (ἐπὶ τῇ αὐτοῦ ὁμολογίᾳ).

The Constantinopolitan patriarch thus upheld a doctrinal understanding of Petrine authority, which militated against the identification of St Peter with the bishop of Rome. In a parallel way, Isaac defends the authority of St Gregory, whose teaching is founded on the 'Apostolic foundation stone', against the Byzantine identification of Petrine authority with the pentarchy and, implicitly, against the Byzantine devotion to emperor as λαοπαστόλος, promoter of missions.

Gregory's Catechism is incorporated into the Armenian version of Agat'angleos's Armenian History, which narrates Gregory's life. The Armenian version of the History describes Gregory as 'Christ's confessor' (xosterovnd) and as 'Holy martyr'. Catholicos Komitas (611–28)36 and, later, Catholicos Zachary37 and the Demonstration's author38 also style Gregory as 'confessor' and 'martyr'. A century after Isaac, Catholicos Xač'ık Aršaruni (972–91), in his correspondence with the Byzantine metropolitan of Sebastia, was to vindicate Gregory's doctrinal authority as that of 'Christ's confessor'.39 Samuel of Kamardjor was similarly to affirm, in argument with the metropolitan of Melitene, Gregory's authority as that of 'true martyr and confessor; the apostle and the evangelist of the only-begotten Son, who illumined the inhabitants of Armenia'.40

Gregory's confession (xosterovnd) is therefore construed in both senses, that of the όμολογία, for which he was imprisoned by Tiritades according to Agat'angleos's History as had been the apostle Peter by Herod according to Acts 12.3ff, and that of the Catechism by which he instructed Armenia in the Christian faith. Armenian authors interpret Gregory's Catechism in the context of his life narrated in the History. Gregory's imprisonment and preaching, along with his episcopal ordination,41 which initiated the apostolic succession in Armenia,42 together all explain the Illuminator as the Armenian 'Peter', or 'Rock'.

In Armenia, then, cut off from imperial Christendom first by dogmatic controversy and later by the Arab invasion, there can thus be seen, in the conception of the true doctrine, the growing importance of martyrdom on the one hand and of autochthonous origins on the other. The attachment to origins can be recognised as one of the characteristic features of later Armenian culture as well. Prince Gregory Magistros (1058), for example, exalts the virtues of a recent martyr while evoking a whole series of national heroes. He mentions St Gregory's name in a single list along with the mythical ancestors of the Armenians: Aram, Ara and Anušawan from Moses of Xoren's History, and also beside the founder of the Armenian kingdom (c. 188–61 BC), Artaxias. He styles him as 'our ancestor Gregory, Illuminator and Parent'.43

VII. An example from the later history may illustrate the continuity of the tradition that sees the Illuminator of Armenia as Peter. The main sanctuary celebrating St Gregory in Armenia is the monastery of the Deep Pit (Xor Virap) near the ancient capital Artaxata, founded by Artaxias,

32 'Pataxani hayoc t'lop'yn aluunic', in Book of Letters, 395.
33 Book of Letters, 555.
34 Photius: Epistolae 3. 8.
35 Niceph. Const., Antirrheticus 1.47 (PG 100. 320).
38 Handim, 67–68.
39 Demonstration 3.
40 'Pataxani t'lop'yn metropolitin Sebastiöy geal hramanaw tearn Xač'ık hayoc kat'olikosi, in Book of Letters, 584.
41 Book of Letters, 552.
42 Agat'angleos, Armenian History, 420.
43 Cf. also Demonstration, 11–12.
44 'Pataxani t'lop'yn tearv Yovhanèši Siwnaex ar'kekiposoi yalagh Vahramah hawrebawr ivroy katarman martirosu'emb [Response to the Letter of John, Archbishop of Siwnik', Concerning the Martyrdom of His Uncle Vahnam], in Grigor Magistrosi 1'f'ters (Alexandropil, 1910), 38.
cultic centre of the hellenistic Armenia. Although the actual constructions date from the abbot Davit Viriapeti’s time (+1695), the monastery’s remoter origins go back to a seventh-century martyrion. The complex is built over the deep cave identified by tradition as the pit into which, according to Aga't'angelos, St Gregory was thrown by King Tiridates for his refusal to worship the goddess Anahit and his profession of the Christian faith.

The monastery’s main church was constructed in the 1660s. Its foundation incorporates the rock containing the ‘Deep Pit’ together with an ancient chapel built inside. The rock interrupts the rectangular structure of the building, of which it is an integral part, forming literally its ‘corner stone’. Despite the abrupt and rocky surface of the country, this appears to be a distinctive feature of the Church of the Deep Pit. It seems that the rock, where Gregory had suffered at the hands of Tiridates, was integrated into the church’s structure as a constitutive element and intended as the architectural expression of the meaning of St Gregory’s person and feat in Armenian tradition.

***

Our analysis of the epistolary exchange between Photius and Isaac Mřut of 882 shows that the Patriarch of Constantinople defined the status of the Armenian church in accordance with John Damascene’s systematization of heresies, whereas he articulated his Christological views in connection with his search for sources of doctrinal authority, a problematic characteristic of the iconoclast and post-iconoclast period. Both authors discussed the contents of orthodoxy in the context of the formal criteria of orthodoxy. While the origins of the Christological controversy between the Byzantines and Armenians go back to the differences between the exegetical schools of Alexandria and Antioch of the fourth-fifth centuries, the divergence between these two groups in their definitions of orthodoxy became particularly conspicuous during the following centuries. The criteria of doctrinal authority were defined in Byzantium and in Armenia in two different ways because of the different place occupied by the church in each of these two countries. In Armenia, which had lost its

kingdom in the beginning of the fifth century, church hierarchs were, up until the Bagratid restoration in the end of the ninth century, subjects of non-Christian rulers. We have shown that in these conditions the Armenian authors stressed the value of martyrdom and of the attachment to the roots of their church. The examples from later Armenian church history show that the conception of orthodoxy shaped during this almost half-millenary period proved decisive.

---
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The Orthodoxy of the Latins in the twelfth century

Tia M. Kolbaba

In previous research, I have dealt at length with those Greeks who knew — to the very depths of their being — that the followers of the pope, the Latins, were heretics. Interesting as it may be, however, the polemical output of these writers is not the whole story. To understand the continuous, plentiful flow of anti-Latin polemic, we must understand that works 'against the Latins' were hardly ever intended to convince or to convert Latins. The challenge confronting those who believed that the Latins were heretics and their rituals pollutions was a challenge within their own world — the Greek-speaking, Greek-rite world. As Paul Magdalino has put it, those who worked so hard in the twelfth century to define and guard the boundaries between 'us' and 'them', between heresy and orthodoxy, between 'orthodox' Greeks and 'heterodox' Latins, were setting up barriers 'across the main thoroughfares, and at the heart of the built-up area, of Byzantine culture. In other words, [the barriers] were going up at precisely those points where insiders and outsiders mingled and were therefore liable to become indistinguishable — points where forbidden zones look very accessible, familiar and safe .... In general, it can be said the guardians of Orthodoxy repressed tendencies to which they themselves were susceptible.¹ Among these outsiders who mingled with insiders were the Latins — Christian brothers, fellow adherents of the seven ecumenical councils, fellow readers of the church fathers, fellow heirs to the philosophy of classical and Hellenistic Greece. There was much about them that seemed 'accessible, familiar and safe'. So the Byzantines who wrote anti-Latin treatises and diatribes were addressing compatriots who believed in the orthodoxy of the Latins. To understand this is to get a fresh perspective on their arguments and the forms and